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Mathematical Institute, Osaka University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Dec. 13, 1954)

Let R be an abstract Riemann surface of positive boundary and
let [Rt (n-0,1,2,...) be its exhaustion with compact relative
boundaries [R}. Each R. consists of a finite number of analytic
curves. Let D be a non compact subdomain whose relative boundary
D consists of at most an enumerably infinite number of analytic
curves clustering nowhere in R. We say ,ha a sequence [D (R-R,)}
determines a subset of the ideal boundary, which is denoted by
In this article we shall introduce the harmonic measures and capacity
of B and study heir applications.

1. Harmonic Measures
Let U(z) be a continuous function in R. If here exists a

number n such that U(z):> 1- for given z in DO (R-R,), we say
that U(z) has limit 1 in B.. Let ,,/,(z) be a bounded harmonic
function in R-((R/,-R)(D) such that o,/(z)-0 on R-D
and o.,+,(z)--I on (R,D)+(D(R,,,/,). Then
and +,,.(z) o.z(z). Put lira lim ,,/,(z)- (z). We call o(z) the

outer harmonic measure of B.. We define the inner harmonic
measure of B, similarly. Another definition is as follows" Let
Iv(z)} be a class of continuous super-harmonic functions such that
0v(z)l, limv(z)l in B,. Let V(z) be its lower envelope.
Then it is easy to prove that V(z)-o(z). Let R0 be a compact
disc in R and let ,,/,(z) be a bounded harmonic function in
R**- ((R+,-R) ( D)-Ro such that o.,,(z)-0 on R0 + (R/,-D)
and ,,(z)- 1 on (R 0 D) + (D

Then lim lim ,(z)--’(z) We have at once from the defini-

tion the follwing
Theorem 1. Let BD and B,, be two subsets of ideal boundary

and let o,(z) be harmonic measures of B,,. Then

m(z) + ..(z) ..(z), ;(z) + ;(z) = ;+.(z).
If D

_
((R-R) ( D) 2or a number m, we say that D’ covers B..

Let D-D,... be a sequence of non compact domains containing
B, and let U(z) be a positive harmonic 2unction in R. We denote

1) In this article, we denote by G the relative boundary of G.
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the lower envelope of continuous super-harmonic unctions
such that v(z) U(z) in D by V(z). Then V(z) V.(z)... and
lira V(z)-V)(z)-U(z). We say that V(z) is obtained from U(z)
by the extremisation with respect to IDa}.

Theorem 2

Lemma 1. Let V(z) be the lower envelope of non negative con-
tinuous super-harmonic functions Iv(z)} such that v(z) U(z) in D and
let Va(z) be the lower envelope of continuous super-harmonic functions
Iv(z)} such that v(z) V(z) in a non compact domain G" G_D. Then

Proof. Let v(z)be a harmonic 2unction in R-D such that
v(z)-U(z) on DR and v(z)-O R-D. Then v(Z) V(z).
On the other hand let v(z) be a harmonic 2unction in R-G such hat
v(Z)-V(z) on GR and v(z)-O on 9R,-G. Then v(z) V(z).
Since v(z) V(z), v3 (z) v(z) on GR and v(z) v(z) 0 on
R-G, whence V((z)V(z). On the other hand, it is clear v(z)

V(z). Hence V(z)- V,(z).
Lemma 2. Let (z) (i-1, 2,...) (*) be positive continuous

boundary functions on G such that f* G(z, p) ds < , wheren
G(z, p) is the Green’s function of R-G. Let Vn(z) be the lower
envelope of non negative continuous super-harmonic functions Iv(Z)}
such that v(z)(z) on 9G. If ,(z)(z)on a, then V(z)V(z).

Let G(z, p) be the Green’s function o2 R-G. Then G,(z,

G(z, p) and a(z, p) a(z, p)
n on G. Hencen

2- lim fl Gn(z,p) ds lim ,G(z,p) ds.
G R

For any given number e0, we can find a number n0 and k such

that ](z)-(z)[<e on GR and f , G(z,n p) ds<e. Then
G R-- Rn)

V(z)- V(z) <3e (n >no, k > ko(no)), where V’(z) and F(z) is harmonic
functions in R-G which have boundary values and
and vanish on R-G. Let e0. We have lim V--V(z).
Let V+(z) and V(z) be the lower envelopes of continuous super-
harmonic functions in R-D which have as their boundary values

on D, V,+(z) and U(z) respectively. Then by Lemma 1 V. (z)
V,+(z). Since lim V,(z)-Uz(z), lim V,+:(z)-U(z) on 9D, then

$m+ Zby Lemma 2, we have (U(z))-lim lim )- lim V+(z) Uz(z).
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----o(Z). But

Hence o(z)-- 0.

Corollary

Corollarg. Let o(z) be the outer harmonic measure of B. Then

if o(z) O, lira o(z)-1, and if oo’(z) - O, lira o(z)-1.
zJ)

Proof. We can easily prove as in the proof of Theorem 2 that
(z)-(z). Let ,/(z) be a harmonic function in R/-((R-R) D)
such that o,.+(z)-o(z) on D(R/-R,) and ,(z)--0 on R/
D. If lim (z) K< 1, ,/(z) K,+(z), where lim lim ,/(z)

1)

lim lim ,,+,(z)--(z)--(z) implies (z) Ko(z).
This is absurd. The latter part is proved similarly.

o/(z)--O is equivalent to o(z)-- O.

Proof. Let On,n+(Z) be the harmonic measure of R0 with respect
to R+-(D(R+-R))-Ro i.e. &,.+(z)---1 on R0 and &.,+(z)--0
on (R+-D)+(D((R/-R.))+(R(D). Suppose o’(z)-0. Then
o,+(z)+oo.,,+(z)o.,.+(z). Let i-->o and the n-->o. Then we
have ,(z) o(z), where So(z) 1, because R is a positive boundary
Riemann surface. Denote the maximum of $o(z) on 9R by (<1).
Since (z)< in R-R, iimo(z)<l, whence o(z)-0. On the

other hand o(z)o/(z), o(z)-O implies o’(z)-0.

2. Capacity

Let U,(z) be a harmonic function in R+-Ro-(D ((R/-R))
-----B, such that U,/(z)-O on 9R0, U,+(z)-I on (gRD)

+((D((R/-R)) and U,-=0 on R+-D. Then we haven
D,+(U,(z)- U,++(z), U,+(z))-O, whence

But clearly D,+(U.,+(z))D_.o(U*(z))or every i and n, where
U*(z) is a harmonic unction in R,-Ro such that U*(z)-O on R0
and U*(z)-I on R. From the above consideration
lim D,+(U,+(z)- U,+(z)) lim D,.(U,+(z)- U.,++(z))- 0.

Thus [U,.+(z)} converges in mean, since U.,.,(z)-O on R0, it
converges to U(z) uniformly in every compact set of R-(D
(R-R)). We see by the maximum principle that

U+,,+,+(z) U,+,(z), whence lim U+,,+,+(z)-U+,(z)=
lim U.,.**+.(z). Thus U(z)} converges to a harmonic function

denoted by U(z).
U(z) U(z) gs. We call it thePut Cap (B.)- ld n gs-

d- n
R R

capacity of B and U(z) the equilibrium potential.
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Lemma 1. Let G be a non compact domain containing D and
let U.(z) be the harmonic function which has the minimum Dirichlet
integral over R-D-Ro among all function [U(z)} which have the
same boundary value o on D+Ro and let UG(z) be the function
with minimum Dirichlet integral over R-G-Ro which has the
boundary value U.(z) on Ro +G. Then

Proof. Let U:(z) be a harmonic 2unction in R-G-Ro such

that U(z)-U(z) on GR. and U-0 on R-G. We seen
tZU(z)} converges Put lim U( )= U’(z).

Assume D_a(U’(z)) D_a(U)(z))-d(d 0). Then D_.(U(z))
U(z) be a harmonic function such that<D_a(U(z)) d Let

U(z)- Uf(z) on R-G. ThenU[(z)- U(z) on R(G D) and
U, (z)) D_(

IfChoose a sequence [UL(z)} o {U,(z)} which converes to U*(z).
We have D_.(U*(z))D_.(U(z))-d. This contradicts the minimal-
ity o D_(U.(z)). Hence D_(U’(z))--D,_(U)(z)). We also see that
U(z) is a harmonic continuation of U.(z) by the Dirichlet principle.

Uf(z), weU(z))-O, haveOn the other hand, since D,._(U(z)-
D._U(z)- U(z)) D_(U(z))-D._(U(z)), whence Ua(z)- U(z).

Let U.,+(z) be the harmonic function in
-R)) defined above. Put U(z)-lim U,(z). We denote the

domain where U(z)>l-z by G.) It is clear G(D(R-R.)).
Denote by U,,(z) a bounded harmonic function in R._-Ro-G such

that U,,(z)-0 on R0, U(z)-l-s on G(R+,-R) and U,, =0n
on R.+ (R-G). Then U,(z) converges to U(z) and

R

Since D+,_((U,(z)) f D._(;(U.(z)), D_a(U(z)) (1-)

Since 3U, __< 0 on G, by Fatou’s lemma

U > ]imf U, ds, thus f UndsO.
n n n

G

n n

2) The niveau curve C=[Un(z)=I-} may be compact for every . We imagine

that such case ocurs on some Riemann surfaces of Oz.
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except for at most one .
To prove the lemma, we show lira /" U-ds-O, for a sub-

sequence [R.}. If there were two constants e and e(e<z) such

that ,,,=lim f ?-ds=P<On and ..lim= f Uds-P<O.,n Consider

the Dirichlet integral

n n

Since P<O and P.<O, P.-P>P.+8(8>O).

Hence

and

Therefore

(1-) fU ds--D,_c,(U,(z))=D,,_al(U,(z)) +p.(e-)n
R

+ (--P.)(e.- el) D_a,(U(z)).
This is absurd.

Hence lim _U dsO for except at most 2or one , whence
(R--G)ORm+i

f ds f ds lim f -9nU’ ds. 1 )
G OR Rm+

Let ..(z) be a harmonic function in R+-G, such that 0
1, ,+(z)--0 on R G+R0, ,,+,(z)- 1 on (R+-R)

and 2__=0 on 9R+-G. Then we can prove that ,+(z)n
converges to (z), where is the number satisfying (1). Then

f U,(z) "+n ds f ,:(z) U,n ds,
R +(G R +l) +(R + G) R +(G3 R +) +(R + G)

where n+i-m+j and m>n.

Hence f (1-) S’+*n ds- f SU,,n ds

implies (l-s) f-gs-- lim f U, f_Ug.
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Thus lira (z) 0.

Extremisation

L D b a non eompae domain dfining B and lou D--
D (R-R. Lt U(z) b ,h harmonic function in -D-
such that U(z)=l on D, U(z)=0 on R0 and U(z) has the
minimum Dirichlet integral over R-Ro-D. Then U(z)U,(z).
Since U(z)U,+,(z), D+G,D,++G+,...;; ...; lim

where G. is he domain such that U.(z)>l- in G. and every
satisfies (1). Let V(z) be a bounded harmonic unction in R-Ro
such that D_o(V(z))< and V(z)= 0 on Ro and let V(z) be a
harmonic unction in R-Ro-(D+G) such that V(z)=V(z) on
G and V(z) has the minimum Dirichlet integral. It is clear
V(z)=lim V,+,(z), where V,+,(z) is a harmonic function in

-Ro-G such that V,+,(z)-V(z) on GR+, and V"=0 onn
R+,-G. Since D,_(V(z))<D__,o(V(z)) we can choose a sub-
sequence V,(z)} which converges to VS(z) in every compact domain
in R. We say that V(z) is obtained from V(z)by extremisation
with respect to 7 sequence [G,}.

Theorem 3

V (z)
Proof. Let ,,(z) be a harmonic Iunction such that ,,(z)=0

on GRs, ,(z)-I on G(R++-R+) and ,.,-0 on
n

R++-G. Put lim,,(z)=,(z), hen by Lemma 2, there

exists Jo such that ,(P)<(JJo(p)) for any given p, where

M-lim[V(z)}. Since [V,(z)} converges to Vi(z), for G and for
=I,2...

any given number , there exists lo-lo(Jo, ) such that

I, (z)-(z)l on +Io) and ,().
On the other hand zz)lim ,z), where ,z)is a harmonic

function such that V,(z)-zz) on R+, g’-0 on

Let ,z) be a harmonic function such that g,(z)-() on

+ and g’=0 on+-. Then ,z),z)+ +
let . Then we have gz)-l3 and let and 0.
Then (z)-z)0. The inverse inequality will be obtained
above. Since lira gz)-g(z)), thus


